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Stargate atlantis annoying characters

January 24, 2008, 7:54 am #81 Pete Lucius der Lum Der Keller Orgero Felger January 24, 2008, 11:14 #82 Lucius and Ella Pete O'Neill Ronon Kola Orgo The guy 'Commetria' - can't remember his name The leader of Omak Tolans - can't remember her name, But she really annoys Captain Janson January 24, 2008, 11:50 AM #83
Originally published by Ouroboros 10) Kavennaugh: Hi I der Kavenaugh and I have the sneaking suspicion that someone created me in order to try to take shots at anyone out there in TV land who might agree with a lot of my completely offensive concerns about how this place is run. I'm right most of the time but I'm not cool so you better
disagree with me or you won't be cool either. 9) All Ancient: If you think I'm stupid and mean now just wait until you see the next chapter! 8) McKay: Hey my names Rodney. You tucked me in most of the time because I'm a pretty funny guy around. Every now and then, though I'll blow the resolution of a good episode by taking a
technological miracle out of my pocket at the last minute and you want to take a blowtorch in my retit. 7) Carter: I'm hot but I really don't have much of a character, even after 10 years. I know, surprises me. In retrospect, maybe I shouldn't have opened up with this corny feminist rampage like I did. Have you heard of the new enhanced
phases of the nakwah? They're completely unveriever and they come with a free nano quantum surgeon! 6) Dax: I'm a combination of Mary Sue and joke running caveman, hate me. 5) Shepherd: Is it an alien, is it hostile, genocide is better than everyone then. I'm a great space athlete and a card that carries a friend trying. You see, I
wrote Menza on this card here. So what if it's a birthday card? Stop laughing! I'm going to kill your people! Am I O'Neill yet? 4) Anubis: Hi I'm Anubis and I'm better than anyone else because I play with cheat codes enabled. I get to wear this Halloween costume every day, isn't it awesome! The 11-year-old over there thinks I look tough! 3)
Fifth, the replidork: I just sucked and dragged all my sex with me. Also, my mom tells me. 2) Pete: Hi I'm Pete, I appear on your screen to let you know it's time for a urine break. 1) Lucius: Hi I am Lucius, I was created when all the darkest and earliest evils of the universe gathered themselves together into the form of one single giant shit,
in the form of steaming perfection by satan's own permeating bunghole. I'm the only character you can really smell through your TV screen. Isn't that something! So fundamentally from reading this thread it seems that anyone who isn't Jack O'Neill is annoying. Guys like Lucius or Pete I'd expect to see here. But Daniel, Sam, Shepherd,
McKay, Teal'c? Why are you even watching the show if all the characters are so annoying? Shepard's team encountered kolya on a planet: Shepherd, I got you right where I want you. And there's nothing you can do about it. Your plan was flawed, mine perfect. This time I have a new Gotti, and a black cape. And I know for a fact that
someone will be afraid of it. Now give me Hina or I'll kill the guy with the dreadlocks. Five seconds later... Kolia hangs from a tree by his underwear. Whoa, whoa... January 24, 2008, 1:23 p.#84 1: Lucius Lavigne. Is there any need for an explanation? 2: Outding others. Either get in the way or stay out of it, but stop pretending you're not
interrupting when you're really interrupting. 3: Lentians for being walking disasters even though their race has been technologically and scientificly advanced for millions of years. 4: Michael for creating super cockroaches which are easier to kill when they attack than when they run away. A soft stomach is a fatal flaw in creatures that go
upright. 5: Rodney when he throws over top neurotic fit. 6: The Tok'a for being almost as arrogant as the Goa'uld in their own way. Well, well, it's probably not surprising to see as Mom was a reformed Goa'uld. 7: Shepard when he does stupid things like not treat Lucius as a security risk or not look for evidence that proves teyla had
nothing to do with it with suspicion. Just turn around and repeat that an innocent hiker won't convince someone like Bates. 8: Keller for being too much of a small, insecure waif. I'd really like her if she was a little muscular in that sense, though. 9: Larine is what ruined the figure for me, not her fondness for low-cut skin tops. 10: Special
mention to screenwriters who come up with big ideas for characters and then turn them into pillocks for plot purposes. January 24, 2008, 3:54 a.m#85 Carolyn Lem - the boring robot doctor with daddy issues. Jennifer Keller, the boring genius who cornered whining. Her biggest crisis wasn't invited to enough parties. I hope she's invited to
the ghost spot next season. Pete, there's no need to explain. Lucius - probably the worst character ever created in 10 years of the Stargate. January 24, 2008, 1:58 a.m. #86 I can't say that every character really me off before Carter in Atlantis, she's annoying where she doesn't belong. Tori Higginson: Elizabeth was insanely crushed on
Shepard. Half-Con - Sparkling Weekend with Joe Vettori, on October 30, 2011 R.I.P. Stargate Atlantis (S1-S3) January 24, 2008, 03:18 #87 Annoying good or annoyingly bad? Oh, I'll point out when it's annoyingly good because there are fewer of those. Also, are we allowed to include members of TPTB? Not everyone is annoying so I
didn't want to group them all together, but there are a select few who continue to annoy me in interviews, etc. 10. Katie Brown, unlike other people, I don't really care about her, but... There's a just annoying voice. That'll be all. 9. Vala - I admire Valais as a whole (part of her annoying life is actually appealing) but when she does a lot more
innuending than fits the character it gets on one's nerves. 8. Rodney - As with Valais, his annoying factor makes him absolutely charming and attracts me to the character. So it's mostly 'annoyingly good', with a few exceptions. 7. Kabawonov - I hate little pony b*****d, but I still loved his role as a 'villian' within the expedition to our main
characters. Hey, Rodney can't be an ass all the time! 6. Kirling Shepherd - It was fine the first time, but other than that, it's the nastiest situation the writers could think of. It's okay if he's acting fascinated or rodney making a comment (always fun), but in the past it's... You know. To Erin. Tower girl. I could have done it without that sub-plot.
5. Tower Girl - was not originally on the list until Kirking Chef brought her to mind. A really whiny, annoying voice. Someone should have killed the sub-fable a long time ago. 4. Lucius Lavigne - I hold a unique perspective on it. He was the most annoying thing ever, that you wanted to break his neck. But somehow through that his
interaction with the players made it amusing. Yes, Lucius's episodes were created in addition to light entertainment. Dr. Keller, I want our Carson back now. Hey, I love Jule State, but she's not convincing as a doctor, and I find the character flat, boring, and poorly written. She's more imaginable as one of Radek or Rodney's tech team,
she'll do much better to play with wires/control crystals doing techie stuff. Wait, she's done this before. =/ But I liked her there, and if they just gave her the right job (without replacing anyone else), maybe she'll grow up on me here. But as long as she's CMO it doesn't happen. Larrin -- I'm not one to complain about the similarity to
calculated sci-fi storylines, but it's clear to anyone that Larrin is a terrible theft of Valais. Said enough. Samantha Carter, I'm surprised I'm not the only one who put our beloved colonel on the list. I hate her because she's Mary Sue. Very simple. Not to mention she weasels her way to Atlantis, and that makes me very... Unhappy, simply put.
You can see the Anti-Carter thread for more details January 25, 2008, 05:49 AM #88 Keller and Um Why make the really good doctors (Fraser and Backett) get replaced with really stupid, boring ones??? January 25, 2008, 06:01 AM #89 Originally published by J_schinderlin56 So fundamentally from reading this thread it seems that
anyone other than Jack O'Neill is annoying. Guys like Lucius or Pete I'd expect to see here. But Daniel, Sam, Shepherd, McKay, Teal'c? Why are you even watching the show if all the characters are so annoying? Hey, now I love Daniel. Daniel Probably my favorite character is connected with O'Neill. I never hated Teal'c either. McKay and
Carter are pretty much annoying for the same reason, techno-nobel and being the vehicle for solving today's undercover magic, and Shepard, I never liked Shepard either. January 25, 2008, 6:24 am #90 1 to 10: Teyla. Please kill her. January 25, 2008, 6:31 am #91 originally published by Dragen 1 through 10: Teyla. Please kill her, poor
Teyla. What did she do to make you a little edict? January 25, 2008, 12:05 p.#92 interesting. These most /at least/best/worst wires are always cool showing what different people like and don't like. But there have been some posts here that are intriguing to me why the person admires enough to be on the forum. They seem to hate most of
the main characters! Anyway, here's my list you can slander: 10-Vala. A tricky one for me here. I really like the character. My problem is that in all the interviews, the actors, the writers, the directors, they all declare their gorgeous love for CB and her character... And you can tell. Instead of the Stargate S-1, I thought the S10 was more like
the Stargate Valle Co. 9-General O'Neill than the S8. I love Colonel O'Neill, but Season 8? Too stupid. Just there for comic relief. Hey, hey, hey, hey, hey don't throw things away! I didn't do that to the people who said Daniel!) 8-Sura 7-Halling 6-Frank Simmons 5-That Tok'ra who was on the ship with Teal'c while the rest were on Ne'tu 4Soran-Bad Guy in Daddy's Icon 3-Vala 2-quid! Who was the reporter at Fromeus, I think it was? And she was in the covenant, too. It's Blach. So annoying. 1-Brooker, a million times Brooker! January 25, 2008, 5:13 pm #93 1 Kinsey 2 Kabawanov 3 NID 4 Proteac 5 Aris Bosch 6 Lucius 7 Pete Shanhan 8 Anis 9 Umok 10 General Bauer
knew he was a force, But how do you use force that defines whether you are good or bad January 25, 2008, 07:17 PM #94 At least there is someone else who loves Sura January 25, 2008, 07:48 #95 1.Kavanaugh- You really need a reason??? 2.Kinsey- always doing his best to try to shut down the Stargate program. Let it go and be
thankful they saved the planet or you'll be dead. 3. Simmons- Come on, he shot The Vanilla and stole the Gol'd. 4.Katie Brown - wimp and she needs to learn to stand up for hers. 5.Brooker- Stop daydreaming and get to work. 6.Keller- Stop complaining about your life, everyone has a story soaked in beers. 7.Lucious - Making people like
you is no way to live your life. 8.Koyla- Get in the way - despite some good episodes. 9.Wolsey - a domineering man always wonders - he can't even stay quiet while hiding in Atlantis from the replicators, although helpful in saving the city. 10.Carter - at SGA - not the same drug we spent 10 years getting to know. Return Dr Elizabeth Weir
26 January, 2008, 04:22 #96 in certain order 1. Pete 2. Lucius Lavigne 3. Kabawonov 4. The Jaffa 5. Katie Brown 6. Brooker 7. 8. General Bauer 9. Simmons 10. Hathur January 26, 2008, 07:20 pm #97 Originally published by GATE FOOL 2.Kinsey- Always doing its best to try to close the Stargate program. Let it go and be thankful they
saved the planet or you'll be dead. I thought he was dead. Or at least a snake. Given that full notice was poor (I've never been a fan of The Loyalty Spectrum), I've never watched this episode since it first aired. IMO is always implied. January 27, 2008, 9:43 pm #98 January 28, 2008, 01:58 #99 My ten most annoying characters (I don't
think I really hate any, except maybe LL.) : 1. Lucius Lavigne. I can't really find good points in his favor. Then I'll stop there. 2. Jay Brooker. A complete fool and a serial fantasist. Hasn't been seen since S7. I hope you never come back in the movies or SGA. 3. Dr. Bill Lee. Written fine until the PTB turned it into comic relief and made it
Stoopid. I wish the writers would stop and stop teaming him with Carter. Makes her look cheating at school and makes him look like a fool, during their scenes, the IMO. It got old in Sag-1. Stale in the SGA so far.) Dr. Jennifer Keller. Ok (imo) on Adrift and Lifeline. Not so good ever since. Maybe get better, but after missing and quarantine,
I find her annoying and self-condemning. (Too bad, as I really like Jule Staite. Kylie played well and a good character who perfectly matches the firefly/serenity.) 5. Reverend from Demons. (I can't remember if it ever had the name of the canon option, but if the EP Guide lists it, I'll edit it.) To be fair to this character, I really loathe this
episode anyway! 6. Husband, or rather his clones. Baal was and is a good enemy/disapproved ally in Sag1. And then the cloning technician would growl more than that. Some like it. I didn't. 7. Pete Shanhan: I was actually very fond of Pete in Kimara, until he went off the rails when Sam couldn't tell him exactly what her job entaileed. He
wasn't arrested at any point for sniffing after Sam and lashing out at the wedding at Daniel's house, then getting all the information he eventually wanted. All is forgiven. I guess he must have signed some NDA's before he was given over the SAG information. Funny how Jacob wasn't allowed this information on his bed, until after he
agreed to host and mix with Selmak, though. But to be fair, I'd be fine with Pete. Travel Consultant : So much for the idea of Tolan being too distant and with high horizons to share their superior tech with other planets. All it took to betray their original strategy was for this woman to decide to deceive earth to appease Zippy Co.! Betraying
her people, and the reason for the destruction of the new Tulana. As much as I love Ronnie Cox, Kinsey's always been annoying and on a self-righteous emoji 10. Dr. Rodney McKay: I admired McKay in the 48 hours of Sag 1 and Redemption 1 and 2. Also It was great in Moebius. I continued to admire him even in the first season of
Atlantis. From S2 notwithstanding, I find it annoying how jarring he is about me. I find him understandable and endearing in one scene, then an unbearable crybaly in the next scene and often his own worst enemy. I all flaw in the characters, as they humanize the character, and add development, but the way McKay was written (or just my
perspective on writing) turned him into a great Dipper ride.. And I'm sick at fairgrounds. Well, that's my 10th most annoying to date, as much as it's worth. Maybe swap a few after the rest of the S4, or even simple (shameful mention goes to Erin already . . . January 28, 2008, 5 a.m. #100 from last week's episode deserves to be mentioned
in the IMO. Imo.
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